Participation of mathematicians in the implementation of economic projects in Poland, in which mathematics-based methods played an important role, happened sporadically in the past. Usually methods known from publications and verified were adapted to solving related problems. The subject of this paper is the cooperation between mathematicians and engineers in Wrocław in the second half of the twentieth century established in the form of an analysis of the effectiveness of engineering systems used in mining. The results of this cooperation showed that at the design stage of technical systems it is necessary to take into account factors that could not have been rationally controlled before. The need to explain various aspects of future exploitation was a strong motivation for the development of mathematical modeling methods. These methods also opened research topics in the theory of stochastic processes and graph theory. The social aspects of this cooperation are also interesting.
Preliminaries.
In the first half of the twentieth century significant advances in mathematical models of random phenomena led to the emergence of a separate area of mathematics using advanced algebra and mathematical methods to solve engineering problems. Although the history of probability is much longer (see the section 3), the use of probabilistic methods in technical sciences has not been easy to trace in the past. Research topics were connected to questions raised by professionals in various fields. Omission of detailed features of the studied phenomena in the mathematical modeling process often led to similar descriptions of different issues. Universal mathematical models also became a tool used in case studies. After the Second World War, the mining industry was one of the developing industries in Poland. Existing mines were modernized and new ones were opened: coal, lignite, copper. The industrial with childish exclamations about this, that, or the other largely imaginary achievement. Thus, for instance, they write about the number of megawatts generated by the Turów power plant, yet here I am sitting in the unheated library of the Mathematical Institute of University of Wroclaw listening to a lecture by Gładysz, PhD, a mathematical expert from that same plant, in which he concludes that "Turów is doomed".
Gładysz 3 worked on this issue with Jerzy Battek 4 and Jan Sajkiewicz 5 . We will devote Chapter 5 to this cooperation and its results. The academic implications of this subject, in the form of doctoral dissertations and new fields of study, and the social implications of the participation of mathematicians in solving research problems faced by the industrial sector will be also presented.
Information about research on similar problems in the world at that time reached Poland with a long delay. Famous mathematicians were working on mathematical modeling of random phenomena, and Polish mathematicians were keen on this subject. At this point, it is worthwhile to trace what results in the theory of stochastic processes and their applications to issues similar to those occurring in the mining industry were most likely to be known in Poland. We refer to the analyzes of works conducted and published by mathematicians working at the Mathematical Institute of the University of Wrocław, such as Bolesław Kopociński, Ilona Kopocińska 6 , Józef Łukaszewicz 7 and co-workers and in the Mathematical Institute of the Polish Academy of Sciences: Eugeniusz Fidelis 8 , Andrzej Wakulicz 9 , Ryszard Zieliński 10 and co-workers. We will discuss the aspects in chapter 3, where we focus on research into Markov processes that are the basis of models used to solve transport problems in mines.
The presented systemic approach to the analysis of technology and structure of engineering systems through the study of the mathematical model allows for conducting important analyzes in isolation from the actual data on the operation of the system, including transport and mining systems before their launch. However, it is not possible to assess the real situation without collecting information about phenomena, events and effects from the existing, operating system. This should be done not only for the assessment of the model, but also for reporting phenomena and managing existing systems. This topic, although very interesting and important, is not addressed in this study. We only mention that in the design of new systems in the 1960s-1980s such data were usually the only basis for traditional methods of designing engineering systems for new mines. The methods developed on the basis of mathematical models gained importance at the end of the 20th century, when the verification of project assumptions was given to IT specialists who, using computer simulations, assessed the effects of design assumptions.
A story about mathematics and open pit mines.
The need to develop the theory of operation of machine systems with continuous transport was noticed in the early sixties of the twentieth century. It was after the first experiments in the work of large opencast lignite coal mines in Poland ("Turów", "Adamów"), in which belt transport of coal and overburden was applied. Conveyor belts are pieces of equipment that have very high reliability. They also have a number of other merits and for this reason are recommended for wide application. The most sensitive as well as the most expensive item of conveyors is the belt. To keep its durability at high level even in mining operations when tough broken pieces of rock are transported, a sizer is frequently applied to crush rock before its entrance on a belt. A problem considered here is an evaluation of reliability of a system: loading machine -crusher -belt conveying. Today we know that the applied mathematical modeling by means of Markov processes in this regard is justified in a small number of practical cases (cf. [20] ). This pioneering work was performed by Battek, Gładysz and Sajkiewicz with cooperators from Wrocław University of Technology. After one year, these models were extended by applying semi-Markov processes (v. Grabski(2014) , Lisnianski et al.(2010) ). Such an approach is greatly valuable because of high level of generalization and allows one to construct basic reliability measures for the system considered in a general case.
Hugo Steinhaus notes on mathematics for industry.
The problems of the energy industry were under permanent observation by journalists. In the Summer of 1964 there was a report (v. [94] , A.1) by Jerzy Szperkowicz, the special envoy of "Życie Warszawy". He described the efforts of mathematicians working for Poltegor to determine weak points of the engineering system in the Turów power plant and its supplier, the lignite coal mine. Steinhaus [92, Ch. 6, p.330] commented in that article:
I must mention an event about which our press was very sparing in its coverage. It saved from collapse the enterprise represented by the Turów II mine and Wroclaw mathematicians. A large team of mine directors and engineers proved unable to deal with the problem of stoppages in the motion of the conveyors transporting lignite coal to big electrical turbines. Even capable, experienced engineers were unable to understand why the halts were so frequent, exceeding their probability estimates. The Investment Bank declared that the breakdowns in the supply of coal decreased the efficiency of the generators below the level at which the production of current ceases to be profitable, and there was even talk of an investigation by the public prosecutor into suspected wrong-doing. But the situation was saved by Stanisław Gładysz PhD, who, using the theory of stochastic processes, was able to provide an efficient plan for the transportation of coal along the network of conveyors. The regional director of the coal mine stated that had they had Gładysz's PhD input earlier they would have saved billions in unnecessary investment, and that the overall costs of managing the mine and plant would as a result decrease by 10%. It follows that Wroclaw contributes more to the mining industry 108 than Warsaw takes out of the treasury for the Workshop of Mathematical Apparatuses of the Polish Academy of Sciences. For his contribution Gładysz, PhD, was made a consultant to the plant with a monthly salary of 2000 złotys-less than the average wage of a Turów miner.
"Życie Warszawy" about mathematics for industry.
A few months later the topic return and appeared on the pages of "Życie Warszawy" (v. [111] ).
"Życie Warszawy" November 26, 1964
More about "mathematics on the outcrop" 11 .
In the middle of summer we published a feature by Jerzy Szperkowicz on the use of mathematical methods used to analyze mining machines and conveyors in the Turoszów mine. It concerned the cooperation of science and industry and precisely the application of mathematics in industry. It also discussed the achievements of Wroclaw's mathematicians, however, the work undertaken earlier on the initiative of the Investment Bank was not mentioned. From there we received a letter with an explanation of the issue. We are printing a part of the letter, apologizing to the sender for delay, which was due to technical reasons.
Already in 1962, contemporary mathematical probabilistic methods were used to analyze mining machines and conveyor belts in the report by the Investment Bank, which was written by Włodzimierz Bojarski, PhD, Eng.
12 . The author developed an approximate method for calculating the effective mechanical efficiency, adapted to the approximate nature of the output data, which can be used directly in a design office. Following this method, Bojarski, PhD, did, in the bank, independent complete calculations of the planned machines and conveyor's systems for the Turów II mine, without the help of mathematical machines.
11 Translation: Joanna Wasilewska. 12 See also Włodzimierz Witold Bojarski.
Stanisław Gładysz, PhD, from the Mathematics Department at Wroclaw University of Technology, who was mentioned in the article in "Życie Warszawy", a reviewer of the work by Włodzimierz Bojarski, PhD, having at his disposal a mathematical machine, specified in a certain way and developed the previously described method. Unfortunately, the specification is currently of a minor value, given the estimated nature of the output data.
Both methods, however, allow a much more rational design of mining machinery systems and conveyors than it has been so far.
We are gladly publishing this explanation, as it is important that the merits related to this interesting innovation be clearly highlighted.
The letter from the Investment Bank also points out that in the case described by J. Szperkowicz, it is difficult to talk about substantial savings as "in relation to the machines, which are currently constructed in open-pit mines, these calculations indicate serious under-investment and the need for costly supplements."
Obviously, it does not discredit the connections of science and practice. On the contrary, it shows the need for a close relationship between them.
Further discussion in "Życie Warszawy".
This press release, according to the author's suggestion, was given a riposte. Written by prof. Gładysz, and supported by detailed explanations of the originality and value of the method proposed by the team which included, among others, Jerzy Battek, Stanisław Gładysz, Jan Sajkiewicz, it was sent to the Dean of the Faculty of Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry of University of Wroclaw. Steinhaus wrote about the creation of this démenti (v. [92, Ch. 6, p.332 
]):
I was recently shown a letter from the Investment Bank to "Życie Warszawy" (Warsaw Life) stating that one of the engineers appointed by the bank to look into the situation at Turów II is responsible for the corrections subsequently ascribed to Gładysz PhD. The letter is short and doesn't quibble in its denial that Gładysz's report on the problem resulted in a very significant reduction in the amount of capital investment needed to keep the plant running. The letter makes out that although the engineer had the solution, he was pre-empted by Gładysz because the latter had the advantage of access to an electronic computer. (It is slightly difficult to know what exactly the engineer had prepared, since there is no information on whatever had been done before the arrival of Gładysz on the scene.) However it may be that, this is the first time I have heard of a bank touting itself as a fount of mathematical expertise. I feel I can elaborate on this since a few years ago I was asked to evaluate a report written by the expert sent by the bank to Turów.
Some fragments of this reply were published by "Życie Warszawy" (v. [112] , A.2), and Steinhaus wrote: We all knew at the university that there was not a jot of truth in this since Bojarski's paper merely described the factual situation at the mine, and was moreover written in a rather naive way, simply giving the statistics regarding the inefficiency of the system and deducing the loss in production of electricity, whereas Gładysz gave concrete advice on how to organize the network of conveyor belts to ensure their steady motion. Professors Marczewski, Rybarski, Ślebodziński, Urbanik, and I decided to act to put an end to the obfuscation with which the Investment Bank had gone about establishing scientific priorities. We were aided in this by the Bureau for the Project to Mine Lignite Coal, whose director, Schmidt, confirmed the facts of the matter without hesitation, and "Życie Warszawy" has published every argument we supplied in our effort to ensure that truth prevails. Our rectification will in all likelihood reach Minister Szyr, the Chairman of the Committee for Science and Technology.
3 Applications of probability in the second half of the 20th century.
The topic is considered from the Polish perspective in the 1960s and takes into account the methods used by Battek et al.(1973) . The main tools were restricted to the Markov processes with finite sets of states. Let us recall a few facts from the history of Markov processes.
Markov properties of random sequences.
In early history of the probability theory (v. [88] ) the idea of sole dependence of the last result of an experiment appears in various works. Records related to the issue can be found in [104, 105] . In the text of Jan Śniadecki, "The calculation of events and cases of chance" 13 dated 1790, the author of the outline discusses independent and dependent events (cf. [105, p.102] . Andrey Markov studied Markov chains in the early 20th century (v. [89, Ch. 13] , [38] , [86] ). At that time the investigation of an extension of independent random variables was motivated, among others, by finding the necessary condition for the weak law of large numbers to hold. Markov [70] motivated by the disagreement with Pavel Nekrasov, who claimed independence was necessary for the weak law of large numbers to hold, showed that under certain conditions the average outcomes of a Markov chain would converge to a fixed vector of values, thus proving a weak law of large numbers without the independence assumption, which had been commonly regarded as a requirement for such mathematical laws to hold (cf. [48] [11] ).
After the work of Galton and Watson, it was later revealed that their branching process had been independently discovered and studied around three decades earlier by Irénée-Jules Bienaymé (v. comments and translations in [49, pp. 117-118] and [86, 87] ). Starting in 1928, Maurice Fréchet became interested in Markov chains, which eventually resulted in him publishing in 1938 a detailed study on Markov chains.The history of Russian mathematics in the 19th century up to 1930 can be found in [3, 62] .
Andrei Kolmogorov 15 developed in the 1930s a large part of the early the- 13 Full text is published in [106] . 14 The history of study a branching process started with the problem posed by Francis Galton(1873) in [40] 
Examples of probabilistic modeling from this period.
Let us now recall a few spectacular results on the probabilistic applications of that period which have reached Wrocław and stimulated the use of probabilistic models in engineering sciences.
The storage problems
were subject of research in many research centers. Gani(1957) presented a valuable review of work on them. The paper discussed: provisioning, the problem of emptiness and the optimal inventory policy. Important questions concerned also stationary distributions for finite and infinite dams as well as numerical methods (v. also [99] and the monograph [71] ).
Studying the properties of materials
used in construction works also requires mathematical models (v. [51] ). Many engineers dealt with this issue. The results of such research lead to the creation of a mathematical model of statistical material behavior. Waloddi Weibull obtained a unique result in this respect (v. B.6) He was interested in modeling the behavior of materials (v. [100] ). His research is of greatest importance, since it led to the introduction of a probability distribution that contemporary state of the probability theory and its application. The early writings on the topic are [60] and [19] . 16 Sydney Chapman was born in Eccles, near Salford in England on 29th of January 1888. He was a British mathematician and geophysicist. His work on the kinetic theory of gases, solar-terrestrial physics, and the Earth's ozone layer inspired a broad range of research over many decades (v. [18] ). Chapman died in Boulder, Colorado, on 16th of June 1970. 17 Early descriptions of Feller's achievements were given in [57] , [23] . A recent bio of Feller is a part of [30] , [30] . His publication [29] is commonly recognized as one of the great events in mathematics of XX century.
describes well various experimental measurements. In 1939 Weibull [101] (see Fig. 1 ) presented the mathematical model and then he was invited in 1951 to present his most famous result to the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) on the distribution related to the statistical analysis of many kinds of measurements.The lecture was followed by a publication with attached discussions [102] . The Weibull distribution is named after him although it was first identified in 1927 by Fréchet [32] and first applied in 1933 by Rosin & Rammler [80] (v. [79] ) to describe a particle size distribution. Weibull obtained his doctorate from the University of Uppsala in 1932. He was employed in Swedish and German industries as a consulting engineer. Of course, the search for good mathematical models for experimental data continues to this day. In the field of material fatigue modeling, it is worth mentioning the result of Birnbaum [109, 108] -Saunders [8, 9] , who proposed a distribution also known as the fatigue life distribution, which is used extensively in reliability applications to model failure times.
Queues
are a phenomenon resulting from the specialization in the scope of services or the way of their implementation, leading in consequence to concentration. When the number of service providers is small and those interested in their service are numerous, it is impossible that everyone can be satisfied at the same time. There was a need for efficient management of this phenomenon, thus mathematical models of such situations were created. The pioneering work was done by Agner Krarup Erlang (1878-1929) (v. B.2 and [13] )
Next, many engineers and mathematicians worked on understanding the phenomena and contributed to the theory of queues: Felix Pollaczek (v. [17] ), Alexander Iacovlevich Khinchin (v. [44] ), David George Kendall 20 . The number of possible queuing variants means that we also have many models. In order to systematize the research, a schematic way of description was introduced. Single queuing nodes are usually described using Kendall's notation in the form A/S/C where A describes the time between arrivals to the queue, S the size of jobs and C the number of servers at the node. Many theorems in queuing theory can be proved by reducing queues to mathematical systems known as Markov chains. Certain elements of modeling queues are analogous to issues related to the description of communication structures in excavations.
Reliability models.
An excellent review and sketch of the contemporary problems of the reliability theory and practice can be found in the lecture by Ushakov (v. [98] ). It is an overview of general theory. However, such problems are a challenge in the construction of adequate models for the considered engineering constructions or projects. The main problem in such a case is lack of field data. In the case of the engineering equipment for mining, additional difficulties are related to uniqueness of the solution in each case. This means that the design of mines is generally basic research in the case of a project or modernization of each mine. Adequate methods are required for the cooperation of specialists from various fields prepared for interdisciplinary communication. Achieving significant effects, if it is to be a result of rational and deliberate action, requires a solid team preparation or success in its construction. This thesis is confirmed by the cooperation among employees of Wrocław University of Technology on the design and analysis of open-cast mines that took place 19 Project Runeberg. 20 The biographical information of D.G. Kendall(1918 Kendall( -2007 can be found in [61] . at the turn of the 1950s and 1960s. The leading motive of this cooperation was the reliability of the opencast mining engineering systems. However, it also had to run models of queueing theory and inventory control. A partial historical analysis of what was important in this matter can be found in Czaplicki's monograph [22] (v. also [21] ).
Probabilistic methods in engineering sciences in Poland were applied by Witold Wierzbicki (1890-1965) (v. [53] ) in the lecture given on November 17, 1936, cf. [103] ). In the audience of this review there was a mathematician, Witold Pogorzelski (v. [55, 54, p.9] ), who participated in the discussion.
The presence of these methods in the education of engineering majors dates to the early 1950s. For example, in the Department of Mathematical Statistics at Technical University of Łódź they appeared in 1954 (cf. [55, p. 18] ). Just after World War II, there were only references to these methods in the syllabi of mathematical courses (outline of probability calculus: Bernoulli theorem, Bayes formula; the theory of errors: Gauss's law, mean error and probable error.
It should be noted that in the curriculum of mathematics for engineering faculties of Wrocław University of Technology there could not have been more focus on probability and statistics. The courseload of mathematics was comparable to that of Łódź University of Technology, and the lecturers were mostly specialists in other areas of mathematics. Admittedly, prof. Steinhaus run a probabilistic seminar for students of mathematics, but that could not have significantly affected the education of engineers. Therefore, it should be assumed that the application of probabilistic models by Jan Sajkiewicz to mining engineering was due only to his own inquiries and the help of mathematician colleagues.
Kopocińska [63] applied the Takacs model (1962) to the analysis of the shovel-truck system operating in a gravel mine. The model presented was of a two-stage type, and it was identical with M/G/I/m according to the Kendall notation. The problem of reliability was not addressed in the above papers. The problem of reliability, however, relates also to the organization of repairs and ensuring reserve systems. It is discussed in [64, Ch. IV]. In relation to mining engineering, special attention should be paid to [64, § 30, p. 272-282] where the model of Sevastianov and Mayanovitch is presented.
Graff [46] discusses the problem of the application of the queuing model with an unlimited source of arrivals and times of an exponential character.
Mathematical models of open pit mines.
In the years 1962-1999, first in the Chair of Mathematics, and later in the Institute of Mathematics and Theoretical Physics of Wroclaw University of Technology 21 , over 20 reports on the mathematical problems of exploitation of technological systems of open-cast mines with KTZ belt transport were made. Of fundamental significance were Stanisław Gładysz's works [34, 35, 36] . Technological and operational problems, as well as organizational problems related to the extraction of lignite and transferring it with conveyors to the power plant in the real functioning energy conglomerate in Turoszów exceeded the research and development capabilities of the Central Exploration and Design Mining Center (COBPGO) 22 . The Union of Brown Coal Industries sent engineers and mathematicians of Wrocław universities packages of urgent problems to be solved. The vast number of tasks that should have been solved in the orders received was an inspiration to create a team composed of mathematicians and IT specialists solving scientific and application problems in close cooperation with COBPGO "Poltegor", especially with prof. J. Sajkiewicz (later the director of the Opencast Mining Institute of Wrocław University of Technology). Over time, practical issues generated a rich array of unresolved mathematical problems, especially those that were theoretically interesting, which became the main reason to expand the team further by including younger employees, as well as professors from University of Wroclaw and their associates. In the project the following employees of Wroclaw University of Technology were working: J. Battek, R. Kapala (Pomierski), E. Dorenfeld, E. Glibowski, E. Rychlikowski, T. Galanc, K. Dyrka, K. Janczewski, M. Król and others (see reports [24, 37, 5, 4] ).
In the technological system Digger -Belt conveyor -Docker(DBD), two processes of decisive importance for the effective operation of the opencast mine were observed, namely the mass flow process (spoil in the mine, i.e. lignite or earth) {V (t); t 0} and the system of the failure process {X(t); t 0}.
These processes described the phenomena determining the overflows on conveyor belts and overfill in reversing funnels. They also had a decisive impact on the size of reservoirs (bunkers), significantly improving the availability of DBD systems [36] . The basic components of DBD systems, namely excavators, conveyors and stackers, are complex devices in themselves. However, in the mathematical models created by the professor and his team, their meaning was elementary: at any given time they could only be in one of the following states: work, breakdown or forced stop. Usually the explained variable was the efficiency of the entire mining equipment system and for this reason stratification of the failure condition according to technological or organizational criteria did not have a logical justification [34] . In a large proportion of the models created, excavator performance was determined by an appropriate weighted average only in mathematical considerations regarding the issues of calibrating the conveyor belts servicing an excavator or excavator systems; the efficiency was treated as a random variable whose probability distribution could change over time. According to the indications of prof. Gładysz, rather than building one global mathematical model describing the operation of the entire open-cast mine, the researchers focused on creating mathematical models of its simplified fragments, the simplification being strongly related to the purpose function and the issues to be investigated. In this way, the models were relatively transparent and allowed one to answer specific questions posed by engineers exploiting opencast mines [35] .
The greatest achievement of the team working on the problems arising from the mine's operation was the creation of mathematical models of the most important elements that make up the technological system. For the implementation of such synergy, it is necessary to reliably translate technical problems contained in engineering projects in such a way that the abstract Figure 3 : The key to the finalization of the model construction was the translation of detailed engineering schemes via abstract graphs of the mathematical model (v. [5] , [85] ). Important elements of the modelling were the group nodes. mathematical model is understandable for the constructors of the system. Due to such diligence in modeling processes and relationships between static parameters, engineers can describe the conclusions from an abstract model with real, measurable effects. A good example of some communication problems are drawings in reports. Each important issue has an illustration in the form of a technological description with an illustration and presentation of the related mathematical model with the scheme. This is an extremely important part of the project showing the determination of participants in adjusting the model in order to achieve the highest compliance with the real process modeled.
5
The effects of the involvement of mathematicians.
A summary of the effects of the involvement of mathematicians in solving industrial problems in Lower Silesia is still waiting for conclusions. It is obvious that the effort of a few people implies theoretical questions and the basic research in mathematics. The involvement of several people has shown significant opportunities to support project work with advanced mathematical modeling. The dynamics of industrial processes mean that the elementary methods used in designing are not sufficient to predict the behavior of complex technical systems. Attempts to describe such a system give the opportunity to evaluate the course of the exploitation and the preparation of alternative scenarios. All participants of the project made a significant contribution to its implementation. Knowledge of existing solutions and potential limitations of engineers forced mathematicians to look for a proper description. In turn, this forced the conduct of basic research, which resulted in, among other things, doctoral dissertations x−y. These dissertations arose from the study of topics and their solutions were expected by those who implemented the project. The small number of publications in mathematical journals related to the project is puzzling.
Another important aspect of this project is its undoubted positive impact on strengthening the role of mathematics in the training of engineers. Initially, the concept assumed fuller education of engineering elites as part of an inter-faculty study (SPPT). Towards the end of the 1960s, the PWR Senate approved the transformation of the SPPT into the WPPT, which means that each PWR graduate was treated as a potential partner in projects that required advanced mathematical modeling techniques.
The importance of mathematical methods and exceptionally complicated procedures of their application have also motivated work on the availability and unification of the proven methods. Industry in Poland, following the example of Japan and other countries, strived for quality control techniques. Mathematical methods are so complex that they give alternative outcomes. There is a need to compare them, indicate the right ones or decide if they are satisfactory. Systems of industrial standards describing the application of the best tested methods of design, control and maintenance are created.
The history of the creation of the norms is a source of methodological inspiration and therefore requires special care and interest. 6 Radomir Simic [90] A method of selecting the optimal set of multi-bucket excavators for the exploitation of deposits.
Jan Sajkiewicz 1974
7 Jerzy Malewski [68] Transformation and synthesis of schemes of a certain class of machine systems with continuous transport and reliability of these systems.
Jan Sajkiewicz 1974 8 Hien Pham-Van [76]
Influence of geometrical parameters of the open pit work on the selection of an economically justified depth of selecting thick hard coal deposits deposited in concise compositions for the case of loading discharged waste rocks with bucket excavators.
Jan Sajkiewicz 1974
9 Piotr Maćków [67] The method of testing the mining machinery operation process and assessment of their work efficiency.
Jan Sajkiewicz 1975
10 Witold Niedbala [73] Method for the identification of the operation process of machine systems with discontinuous technological structures.
Jan Sajkiewicz 1976
11 Zdzisław Iwulski [52] The method of calculating technological firing parameters in carbonate rocks in LGOM mines.
12 Krystyna Pazdyka [75] Analytical method for determining optimal mining and transport systems with discontinuous technological structures.
13 Teresa Woźniak [107] Rheological model of machine operation for the control of material resources.
Jan Sajkiewicz 1977
14 Tomasz Dałkowski Digital modeling of continuous transport systems.
Jerzy Battek 1977
15 Ryszard Kabat [56] Digital modeling of subsystem operation consisting of a chain excavator on a rail chassis and objects cooperating with it at the working level.
Jan Sajkiewicz 1978
16 Stefan Sajkiewicz Modeling of the exploitation of unloading mining and transport systems in mining. 24 A Reports on "Życie Warszawy".
Jerzy Battek 1980
A.1 Mathematics on the outcrop. A billion we do not need to bother our heads about 25 .
Two poles of the topic -the imagination of a mathematician from Wrocław and a mobile chute of a conveyor belt at the Turoszów mine. On the way there is a politician's office, designers' cardboard world and a checkered land of limits -the office of an investor. I spent a few days in these realms. I crossed the boundaries of concepts, which are clearer than borders at which a passport is requested.
I listened to explanations in languages of different continents of knowledge, understanding only the basic fact:
Stanisław Gładysz PhD, from the department of mathematics at the Wroclaw University of Technology, developed a method of programming conveyor belts for opencast mines. For sulfur in Machów, lignite in Turów and Konin and for new, future basins.
A bond between science and industry -as my editor called it. The success of our center -a Wroclaw politician will say. The result of developing basic research -a representative of a university, authorities will assess. Attracting science to life problems -but do not write too much -asks the head of the lignite projects office. Certainly, but . . . -an investor will sigh tearfully. A solution to the given issue -the creator of the revealing method will say modestly.
I can hear an unexpectedly calm commentary in the place I was not advised to go at all -from engineers in the mine.
"From the mathematical conclusions, we have chosen ten suggestions for the functioning and reconstruction of conveyor belts. We are introducing them gradually."
Along the road from Turoszów to Bogatynia there is a range of gray hills covered with rare birchwood. Five years ago -I remember -the area on the opposite side of the road and housing estates. The road and houses remained. The hills wandered. This is ultimately the basis of an open pit mine. The excavators are biting into the ground's layers covering the deck, stackers -mechanical monsters -are forming hill ranges a few kilometers away. These are unknown to cartographers.
Immense masses of soil which are found here one can try to transport by trains, overhead cable-ways, but conveyors -rubber chutes with an electric drive -are increasingly being used.
It is unbelievable how easily one could write about kilometers of conveyor belts, mountains to be moved, boilers of 20-storey power plants, only five 25 Jerzy Szperkowicz [94] . Translated by Joanna Wasilewska. years ago, all in future tense.
At that time I was assisting in covering with concrete foundations for the first cold store. I was guessing. Will it reach the passing jackdaw? Will the Miedzianka river accede to flow backwards? Who on the shuttle bus will find their life chance on the construction site and who will bury it here?
Then I found myself among material facts. With a power plant and cold stores obscuring a quarter of the horizon, with the rebellious Miedzianka river, that escaped underground, with Jerzy Bodziński M.Sc.Eng., who was initially a manual worker there, and with a deputy director of the investment department, who has recently lost the position of a clerk.
Forgive me, but I asked about mathematicians and conveyor belts only after the initial confrontation.
In a room of a hotel in Wrocław I try to translate an articulate lecture by the designer Sajkiewicz PhD into the language of a daily newspaper: The appetite of a power plant is a known magnitude. In order to provide it with the necessary coal, you need to take off and transport definite masses of ground. One could use a sufficient number of excavators, stackers and build as many conveyor lines as needed to carry out the task in each situation:
But the economic calculation is staggering. One stacker more or one stacker less is the difference of 100 million zloty in foreign currency. The difference of an imported factory.
The point is, therefore, to provide for the next about 40 years without an interruption the supply of coal for boilers, at the lowest possible cost, taking into account all possible failures and stoppages.
Guided by the approximate calculations, the engineers designed the Turów system of excavators, conveyors and stackers.
Mathematicians calculated precisely the optimal system for Turoszów's conditions. Errors, which designers and practitioners did not avoid, were revealed in equations with mathematical accuracy. They will be gradually removed and avoided when designing next mines.
There are more conveyor belts working in Turoszów than in the rest of Europe. The next national specialty. For our own use and export. A few years ago, we took our first lessons in the GDR.
In one of the cramped rooms I meet coworkers, Gładysz, Assoc. Prof., the giant Jerzy Battek 26 , PhD, and, younger than me, Glibowski and Galanc, MSc. Turoszów is distant history. They are now completing an urgent order for the Adamów mine.
-Was it difficult? -I risk the question.
-The most important -replies the Associate Professor -was the idea and finding the common determinant for such diverse calculation elements as the arrangement of reversing points (allowing to transfer cargo from one conveyor to another), the quality of propulsion engines, and even the level of labourers' technical culture.
-I understand -I answer with a purely rhetorical habit. I am also asking about the feeling of isolation, in the face of the inability to share, for example with those closest to me, what mathematics is passionate about, devouring, celebrating. A flash of agreement.
-It is about looking for some analogies in the material world. For example, dust particles vibrating in the light band give the image of certain concepts from the theory of probability.
-Recently, the interest of the press has arisen ... -I agreed to talk to you at the request of our authorities. They reckoned it could be useful.
Our conversation took one and a half hour. We both considered it a success.
-What our colleague Gładysz did, did not come instantly. In 1951, professors Edward Marczewski and Hugo Steinhaus ran a seminar on stochastic processes (the theory of probability). It was the direction of research leading to today's achievements. The issue of creating a renowned mathematical community -the Wroclaw school, which prides itself on the alumni following its beliefs, such as professor Kazimierz Urbanik, a high school graduate in 1948, the creator of the new sub-field in the probability calculus -generalized stochastic processes.
-And the working conditions-you have seen yourself. The Institute of Mathematics at the University does not have its own place. It's squatting at the Polytechnic.
Professor Bolesław Iwaszkiewicz, the "father" of the city of Wroclaw, by education -as is known -a mathematician, recently returned from a trip to the United States. Lots of impressions, but home worries are stronger:
-The industry clearly withdrew from the initial grand recognition of support for mathematicians.
In reply to this, Kumorkiewicz, an engineer from the Coal Lignite Union says:
-We have built the Turoszów Basin. The basin full of prototypes. Trial excavators, stackers and conveyor belts keep the largest Polish power plant in motion. Mathematicians found errors in our solutions. It is rather flattering for us, as it is a confrontation of reality between construction and the theoretical calculus. One talks about building certain ineffective devices and the possibility of saving -in future -a billion zlotys. Let us assume that we will cut spending on conveyor belts in the next mines. In different conditions, there may be other, more expensive issues than in Turów. It's easy to saywe'll save a billion.
It was not so much working out a mathematical method, but rather its financial reflection that moved politicians, harnessed scientists, their wings and frightened investors. Mathematical programming of the systems -an excavator -a conveyor belt -promises to reduce their costs by 10 percent. On the basis of plans we can calculate 16 billion for this purpose and 10% of this equals to one billion six hundred million. Approximately -a billion.
In the splendor of all this, hopes for improving the condition of Wroclaw's science were revived, they could be heard in the speeches of politicians and beams of light shone at the highest levels. Here, however, they remained cold blooded. A billion saved, bravo -applause -one can transfer some of the money from opencast mines and spend on something else.
This billion is indeed not suitable yet for the use in financial operations, but in the long run -and yet we do not live until tomorrow in this countrywe do not need -I will use our Warsaw dialect -to bother our heads about it.
A.2 Mathematics outside the Outcrop (to the editor of "Ży-cie"). 27 After the feature "Mathematics on the Outcrop" ("Życie Warszawy" July 23, this year) about the application -by the Wroclaw mathematiciansmathematical methods for the analysis of mining machines and conveyor belts in the Turów lignite mine, we received a letter from the Investment Bank in Warsaw that included, among others, the following statements:
I W. Bojarski, PhD, Eng. from the Investment Bank developed a mathematical method for the analysis of mining machinery and conveyor belts, operations earlier than Stanisław Gładysz, PhD, Assoc. Prof., and his cooworkers from Wroclaw University of Technology. II Gładysz, PhD, Assoc. Prof., was a reviewer of the work by W. Bojarski, PhD, Eng., dedicated to this issue.
III Having at his disposal a mathematical machine, Gładysz, PhD, Assoc. Prof., specified in a certain way and developed the previously described method (by Bojarski PhD, Eng.).
Following the principles of good journalistic practice, we sent a copy of the letter from the Investment Bank to Gładysz, PhD, Assoc. Prof., asking to take a stand on the issue that was becoming delicate. Coincidentally, Gładysz, PhD, Assoc. Prof., was not in the country at that time. Hence a delay in his response, which in turn did not reach in the country the author of the feature "Mathematics on the Outcrop", to whom the response by Gładysz, Ph.D, Assoc. Prof., was addressed.
Meanwhile, on November 26th this year "Życie" released the letter from the Investment Bank, without printing the explanations by Gładysz PhD, Assoc. Prof., which was our aim when undertaking multilateral correspondence with the interested parties. Today we include extensive excerpts from the reply by Gładysz, PhD, Assoc. Prof., apologizing for depriving him of an opportunity to express his stand, for which we asked ourselves. We hope that this will at least partially rectify our negligence. Now, regarding the allegations of the Investment Bank: "I believe -as Gładysz PhD, Assoc. Prof., says -that it is only a coincidental, though very significant misunderstanding." Digital machines, arithmometers or slide rules are not used and have never been used to refine or develop methods. In my study, they do not play any role to the extent that in any of my publications there is not even a mention of digital machines. Digital machines and similar devices are used only to accelerate numerical calculations, which occasionally might be very significant. But the method must be prepared in advance ... Each author of scientific publications needs to accept responsibility to familiarize themselves with the current state of the situation, the results of other employees and other centers. Bojarski PhD, was neither the first nor the last author who used probability calculus methods for these and similar issues. Simply put, the probabilistic language is here the natural language ...
The method which was developed by myself and continued by J. Batek and J. Sajkiewicz is not only a "refinement" and development of the Investment Bank method, but it is something completely different in the qualitative sense. It operates on entirely different concepts and, most of all, treats phenomena dynamically -in time -as they are really occurring. The omission of the basic time factor, as it takes place in all the studies known to me, including that by the Investment Bank, makes it impossible to properly describe the work of the technological system. The point is that time cannot be somehow attached to this or that pattern, but one has to create a new theory from the scratch. This is one of the main difficulties successfully solved at this moment.
It is difficult to get engaged in more details here. However, I would like to draw attention to the fact that my results had already been presented many times to specialists, and on many occasions this happened in public. Many of them were perfectly familiar with the development of the Investment Bank, but none of them had ever found any analogies.
And finally, a modest proposal. Soon the IVth National Mining Congress "New Mining" will be held in Katowice. I was invited by organizers together with J. Battek and J. Sajkiewicz to give the lecture "The stochastic model of the working system -excavator -conveyor belt -stacker". I suggest that the Investment Bank comes forward and gives a presentation as well. The direct confrontation of both studies in front of the probably most competent group of specialists should allow to explain the misunderstanding.
With the last post we received a letter from the Rector of the Wroclaw University of Technology, professor Z. Szparkowski. The letter expresses surprise and regret that the replica of the Investment Bank had been printed without the inclusion of Gładysz PhD Assoc. Prof., explanations, for which the reason is given above. As to the substance, professor Szparkowski states in the letter: "The Institute of Mathematics has appointed a special committee, which after hearing both the work of Bojarski PhD., Eng., as well as the work of Gładysz, PhD, Assoc. Prof., stated that they are completely incomparable ... "
A comprehensive explanation following the issue was sent by the Lower Silesian Mining Project Bureau located in Wroclaw.
At the last minute, we also received a letter and a statement from representatives of the Wroclaw mathematical community. They conclude that the letter by the Investment Bank published in "Życie" did great harm to Stanisław Gładysz, PhD, Assoc. Prof., who is the author of the currently used (and the only appropriate) method of calculating the effective efficiency of complex transport systems in opencast mines -and they demand rectification of the letter of November 26th.
The letter and the statement were signed by: Edward Marczewski -full professor, member correspondent of the Polish Academy of Sciences, head of the Institute of Mathematics at University of Wroclaw, Adam RybarskiAssociate Professor, head of the Mathematics Department at Wroclaw University of Technology, Hugo Steinhaus -full professor, full member of the Polish Academy of Sciences, Władysław Ślebodziński -full professor, former head of the Mathematics Department at Wroclaw University of Technology, Kazimierz Urbanik -full professor, head of the Probability Calculus Department and vice-rector at University of Wroclaw.
Once again, we express our regret referring to the oversight of simultaneous publications of stands on the feature "Mathematics on the Outcrop". As for the substance of the controversy, for understandable reasons, we believe that if there is anything else to add, a more appropriate place would be the forum mentioned at the end of the letter by Gładysz, PhD, Assoc. Prof. and the first director of the Computation Center, the predecessor of the IT Center, with the title of Docent dr. His tall, slim and slightly stooped figure and inseparable pipe were known to everyone who came into contact with the Computation Center. And there were a lot of these people, because the period in which he came to work was a pioneering period in the use of computers at Wroclaw University of Technology. His name is inseparably connected, in the opinion of the Wroclaw University of Technology, with the creation and functioning of the Computing Center as the first university-wide unit offering computer services. He was among pioneers who laid technical and organizational foundations for future applications of computer science at Wroclaw University of Technology. Battek was the supervisor of two doctoral dissertations (see Table 1 ) directly related to the various topics in maintenance of mines.
B.2 Agner Krarup Erlang(1878-1929)
was born on 1st of January 1878 in Lønborg, near Tarm, in Jutland. He was a Danish mathematician, statistician and engineer. He was a son of a schoolmaster, who was also a parish clerk. His mother was related to Thomas Fincke (1561-1656), a Danish mathematician and physicist. In 1892, he passed the Preliminary Examination of the University of Copenhagen with distinction, after receiving dispensation to take it because he was younger than the usual minimum age. For the next two years was teaching alongside his father. He started studies in 1896 and graduated in 1901. After that he was teaching mathematics for seven years. He met the Chief Engineer of CTC 29 at the meeting of the Danish Mathematical Society and from 1908 he began to work for this company. His close relation to CTC lasted twenty years until his death in Copenhagen after an abdominal operation on the 3rd of February 1929. He published his ideas in Danish mathematical journals. His most important papers in queueing theory related to the traffic engineering were [27, 28] (v. 2).
B.3
Edmund Glibowski (1928 Glibowski ( -2014 He was born on November 22, 1928 31 Glibowski gave this birthplace in a CV submitted along with the application for the commencement of the doctoral proceedings [43, mps 2] . In other documents we can read On June 19, 1963 , he applied for opening of doctoral proceedings with thesis entitled "Systems of elementary geometry based on the notion of a segment of the real line and the relationship of congruent segments" 32 . Professor Jerzy Słupecki was appointed the supervisor of the doctoral dissertation. He passed his doctoral exams in the main fields of philosophy and the foundations of mathematics on February 27, 1963 . On the same day in the afternoon he also defended his thesis 33 . The reviews were provided by Bronisław Knaster (July 25, 1962) and Lech Dubikajtis (November 21, 1962) . The examining committee was headed by doc. dr Zygmunt Galasiewicz (physicist) and its members were Lech Dubikajtis and Jerzy Słupecki. The facsimile of diploma is presented in 6.
Starting from March 1, he was promoted to assistant professor. In addition to basic work in geometry, for which he obtained his doctoral degree, he keenly cooperated with engineers. At the time when "Życie Warszawy" was interested in the activity of mathematicians in cooperation with engineers on the issues of the efficiency of an energy system based on fossil raw materials, he noted at least one report on this subject [24] . In addition, he was interested in the theory of graphs, which he used in the modeling of ceramic materials (in works with Zbigniew Święcicki).
for the place of birth: Suwałki, woj. białostockie.
32 "System geometrii elementarnej oparty na pojęciu odcinka i relacji przystawania odcinków". 33 The announcement of defense appeared on February 8, 1963 in the "Słowo Polskie". The defense was carried out at 5p.m. in the Anthropology Room at the Polish Academy of Sciences at ul. Kuźnicza 35 on the first floor in room 13. The course of the defense was recorded by prof. Stefan Paszkowski. This was his period of creative scientific work and implementation of the bold concept of creating an independent Institute of Mathematics at Wroclaw University of Technology. In addition to valuable theoretical results related to the subject of his thesis, he had significant achievements in cooperation with scientific units dealing with other disciplines, as well as with industry. As far as theoretical works of Stanisław Gładysz are concerned, among the most important are works on random versions of ergodic theorems and interesting reformulations of ergodic theorems in the language of ergodic functionals, introduced axiomatically. The professor also studied properties of the space of measurable sets with the metric introduced by Hugo Steinhaus, as well as the properties of the maximum subgroups that were used to define abstractly a convex topology in groups. Because of his research interests he lectured willingly for many years on topology and elements of harmonic analysis on LCA groups at Wroclaw University of Technology and his experience as an academic teacher is included in the original lecture notes and a topology textbook. A separate category of works concerned stochastic processes and their applications (cf. the section 3.2.4). Their value among other results is due to the comprehensive solution to the reliability problem of (excavator-conveyor-dumping system-OCT) BDB system obtained by Stanisław Gładysz and a team of mathematicians in cooperation with the Mining Institute and Poltegor. It was a very successful attempt at application of Markov processes and ergodic theory, which brought measurable economic benefits to the energy conglomerate in Turoszów.
The He is the author of over 300 items: books (issued in Poland and abroad), lecture notes, articles, and has a share in solutions protected by patents. He supervised 18 doctoral dissertations in engineering, as a specialist in the field of operation and reliability of facilities and technical systems recognized in Poland and abroad. His numerous achievements were prized and won awards. Weibull (1887 Weibull ( -1979 was born on 18 June 1887. He was a Swedish engineer, scientist, and mathematician. His biography intertwines with the challenges of the twentieth century. He joined the Swedish Coast Guard in 1904 as a midshipman. He moved up the ranks with promotion to sublieutenant in 1907, Captain in 1916 and Major in 1940. As the coast guard officer he had an opportunity to take courses at the Royal Institute of Technology. In 1924 he graduated and became a full professor [12] . Weibull died on October 12, 1979 in Annecy, France (cf. [12] , [93] ).
B.6 Ernst Hjalmar Waloddi

C Markov models in standarization issue.
Technical systems designed by engineers should, in addition to fulfilling the expected tasks, also ensure the highest quality of work, increase the reliability of equipment and employees safety, etc. Therefore, there has always been a need for some routine preventive activities to guarantee the expected effect. For this purpose, the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) was established in London in 1947, which proposes standards to Member States. The Polish Committee for Standardization (PKN) was one of the founding countries and is a permanent member of this organization. PKN, which was established in 1924, issued its first standard in 1925.
Standards are based not only on practice, but also on mathematical theory and its correct applications. Quantitative methods based on probability theory are a recognized tool for their creation. However, establishing rules for more technologically advanced processes requires the use of models based on Markov processes. Their description, using a graph of transitions between reliability states, is so clear and effective that it has been an approved basic tool for technical sciences. This method of modeling has been incorporated into standard methods and described in the standards to provide comparable assessments of the issues modeled. The first standard concerning the application of Markov's processes in Poland was PN-IEC 1165: 1998 (see [1] )) (current version of PN-EN 61165: 2006). The methods contained there are based on the same principles as those in Gładysz's works in, e.g. [35] .
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